CS sparse reconstruction
CS sparse reconstruction is a method to finding sparse solutions to under-determined, or ill-conditioned, linear systems of equations 8, 9 . The measurement model can be expressed as       y Ax e A e .
(1)
where A is an M×N sensing matrix (M<<N), y (an M×1 vector) is the measurement signals and e (an M×1 vector) denotes the detection noise. 
The measurement framework of 3D GISC lidar
As shown in Supplementary Figure 1 , the measurement process of 3D GISC lidar can be expressed as follows in the framework of CS sparse reconstruction:
(1) When the laser emits a pulse, the rotating diffuser will modulate the laser and produce a random speckle pattern. The CCD in the reference path will record the speckle pattern's 2D gray distribution I i (m×n pixels, =1 (2) After M independent modulations, we can obtain M frames of independent 2D gray distributions, then the sensing matrix A (M×N) of CS sparse reconstruction can be obtained. Correspondingly, the M independent time-resolved one-dimensional distributions are used to form the measurement data Y (Y=[y 1 , y 2 , …, y q , … , y Q ], y q is an
(3) Based on the CS sparse reconstruction model described in Eq. (1), the measurement process of 3D GISC lidar can be expressed as
image and O is the sparse representation vector of X by Ψ transform. E (E=[e 1 , e 2 , …,
) is the detection noise.
Image reconstruction of 3D image
Considering the structure property of 3D images in depth direction, the target's 3D  c is a nonnegative parameter determined by the coherence between the tomographic images of neighbor depths.
Based on the image reconstruction algorithm of 3D GISC lidar described above, the animation of rotating the tower and the scene demonstrated in the manuscript are provided by the files entitled 3D-tower.AVI and 3D-scene.AVI, respectively.
The transverse resolution of the lidar system and the depth resolution

The design of the system's spatial transverse resolution
In accordance to the principle of ghost imaging, the system's transverse resolution is determined by the transverse size of speckle pattern on the object plane, which is given by the Van Cittert Zernike theorem, namely = z x w   , where λ is the wavelength of the source, z is the axial distance and w is the beam waist 11, 12, 18, 27 . For the setup of proposed 3D GISC lidar, in order to build the correlation between two paths, the speckle pattern at stop 1 is imaged onto the target by the objective lens f 0 =360 mm and the CCD camera by the reference lens f 1 , respectively. What's more, the transverse size of light beam at the objective and reference lens is controlled by the stop 2 shown in Fig. 1, which ensures that the entrance pupil is exactly the same for the lens f 0 and f 1 . Therefore, when the transmission aperture of the stop 2 is large enough, the transverse size of speckle pattern on the target plane and the CCD camera are = 
The depth resolution for 3D GISC lidar
For 3D GISC lidar, similar to the Rayleigh criterion of spatial transverse resolution, when the difference of the photon's fight time from two objects is smaller than the laser's pulse width, the reflected signal, like the curve shown in Fig.2a , can not be resolved, which will cause the phenomenon that the information of two objects appear in the same tomographic image. However, the relative intensities of the two objects' tomographic images are different in different depths. In the process of 3D image reconstruction, except for exploiting the general assumption of the image's sparsity, we have also used the priori knowledge that the target's images at different depths have no spatial overlap for a
Supplementary Figures
Supplementary Figure 1 : The measurement framework of 3D GISC lidar system with pseudo-thermal light. a 1 -a M are the speckle pattern's 2D gray distributions recorded by the reference CCD in different modulations. b 1 -b M are the corresponding timeresolved one-dimensional intensity distribution recorded by the time-resolved singlepixel bucket detector in the object path.
